Measurements of cerebral blood flow (CBF) show large variability among healthy subjects. The aim of the present study was to investigate the relative effect of established factors influencing CBF on the variability of resting CBF. We retrospectively analyzed spontaneous variability in 430 CBF measurements acquired in 152 healthy, young subjects using 133 Xe single-photon emission computed tomography. Cerebral blood flow was correlated positively with both end-tidal expiratory P CO 2 (P ET CO 2 ) and female gender and inversely with hematocrit (Hct). Between-and within-subject CO 2 reactivity was not significantly different. Including P ET CO 2 , Hct and gender in the model reduced between-subject and within-subject variance by 14% and 13.5%, respectively. Withinsubject variability was mainly influenced by P ET CO 2 and between-subject variability mostly by Hct, whereas gender appeared to be of little added value when Hct was also accounted for. The present study confirms large between-subject variability in CBF measurements and that gender, Hct, and P ET CO 2 explain only a small part of this variability. This implies that a large fraction of CBF variability may be due to unknown factors such as differences in neuron density or metabolism that could be subject for further studies.
INTRODUCTION
Measurement of cerebral blood flow (CBF) is of great importance for both clinical and scientific use. During the past six decades, numerous studies have investigated the normal CBF using a range of techniques. Although CBF estimates vary between the various methods, most studies have reported a significant variability in normal subjects, with about a factor of two between the highest and the lowest 2.5% fractiles. [1] [2] [3] Studies distinguishing within-and between-subject variability have shown that the between-subject variability is very similar across methods, 1, 4 but the factors underlying this variability are not well established.
Cerebral blood flow may depend on various physiologic factors, in particular arterial P CO 2 , but also other factors such as age and gender are often considered to influence CBF. 3, 5, 6 Most studies have been too small to quantify the relative influence on CBF and possible interactions of these factors. It is particularly unclear if the gender difference in CBF is merely explained by gender-related differences in oxygen transport capacity as measured by hemoglobin or hematocrit (Hct) or if additional gender-related factors may be of importance. Also, the effect of P CO 2 has primarily been investigated using induced P CO 2 changes, whereas knowledge on the influence of spontaneous variations in P CO 2 is sparse.
In this study, we report on a unique set of data consisting of dynamic 133 Xe single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) CBF measurements, with both short-term (hours) and long-term (weeks) repeated measurements. Data were obtained from studies investigating the effect of various vasoactive substances on CBF in healthy subjects over a total period of 9 years. From these studies, we have accumulated a very large number of CBF measurements in normal subjects during resting conditions. As the imaging protocol has not been changed, the data set provides a unique possibility to investigate the sources of variability of CBF.
The aims of the present study were to estimate between-and within-subject variability of resting CBF in healthy subjects using 133 Xe SPECT and to investigate the relative importance of physiologic factors underlying this variability.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Cerebral Blood Flow Measurements
The study is a retrospective analysis of 133 Xe SPECT CBF measurements in young healthy subjects obtained in 14 (13 previously published) studies conducted within a 9-year period (1998 to 2007). [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] All measurements were performed using the same gamma camera and identical acquisition and processing protocols.
All subjects were interviewed for medical history and underwent both a neurologic and a general physical examination to exclude serious somatic or psychiatric disease. Subjects using prescription drugs (other than oral contraceptives which were required of female participants) were excluded from the study.
The general study design involved multiple measurements on a single day or on two or three different days at least 7 days apart. On each day, the subject was randomly allocated to receive either placebo or active 1 substance. On all study days, an initial baseline measurement was followed by two measurements during administration of either placebo or active substance. In subjects studied only on 1 day, the baseline scan was followed by active substance scans only.
For each measurement, subject identity, scan date and time, and measurement type (baseline, placebo or active substance) were identified. Only baseline and placebo measurements were included for analysis. Subjects older than 40 years at first measurement and measurements performed 41 year from the first measurement were excluded. Measurements without a corresponding P ET CO 2 (end-tidal expiratory P CO 2 ) or lung curve file and measurements deemed inadmissible by the primary investigators were also excluded from analysis.
A total of 430 CBF measurements (262 baseline and 168 placebo) from 152 subjects (85 males/67 females) were included for analysis. Population characteristics are presented in Table 1 . Some covariates were only available for a subset of the subjects: mean arterial blood pressure (MAP, 331 observations in 112 subjects), Hct (265 observations in 77 subjects), and body mass index (BMI, 40 subjects).
The mean number of measurements per subject was 2.8 (range 1 to 5). Sixty-one subjects were studied on 1 day only, 82 on 2 different days, and 9 on 3 different days. The median time interval from the first to the second study day was 17 days (range 6 to 151 days) and between measurements on the same day was 49 minutes (range 21 to 135 minutes).
Ethics. All studies were approved by the regional ethics committee (Ethics Committee of Copenhagen County/Region Hovedstaden) following the standards of The National Committee on Health Research Ethics. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975 and all subjects gave written informed consent.
Xe Xe Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography
Acquisition. All CBF measurements were acquired using a dedicated brain gamma camera Ceraspect (Digital Scintigraphics, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with an annular NaI crystal and a fast rotating collimator system. Spatial resolution (FWHM) is B15 mm. During 5 minutes acquisition 30 frames (3 background, 9 inhalation, 18 washout) of 10 seconds each were acquired in a 64 Â 64 matrix. Images were acquired in the orbitomeatal plane covering 10.67 cm. A lung probe was placed over the right lung to measure the input function.
Xenon gas was administered using a Ceretronic (Xenon Administration System, XAS SM 32C, Randers, Denmark) except from the first two studies where a Xenamatic 4000 system (Diversified Diagnostic products, Houston, TX, USA) was used.
Reconstruction. Each frame was reconstructed into 32 slices (voxel size 0.33 cm Â 0.33 cm Â 0.33 cm). A Butterworth filter (1.5 cm/order 6.0) and Chang attenuation correction (m ¼ 0.05/cm) were applied. Nose artifact correction was performed. Eight transaxial slices were produced by adding four slices together to a total slice thickness of 1.33 cm.
Quantitation of cerebral blood flow. Cerebral blood flow was quantified using the Kanno-Lassen algorithm with software supplied by the camera vendor (Ceraspect Display Program). 20 Standard hemisphere regions of interest were assigned to the resulting maps of K i (CBF divided by blood-brain partition coefficient of Xenon, l) and adjusted manually. To avoid the influence of 133 Xe in the nasal cavity and sinuses, only the five upper slices were included for analysis. If available, then K i values generated by each primary investigator were used. If K i values were unavailable, then original data were reprocessed by an experienced technologist. To obtain CBF values in mL/100 g per minute the mean K i of the left right and left hemispheres was multiplied by a standard gray matter l of 0.85.
Lung curve analysis. Accumulation of xenon in tissues overlying the lung during the measurement will add a background to the lung curve causing flattening of the input function and consequently to overestimation of CBF. 21 To correct for this effect, the relative lung background was calculated as the mean value of the tail of the lung curve (last 1.5 minutes) divided by peak value (the 95th percentile) for each measurement and entered as a covariate in the regression analysis.
Physiologic Measurements
Body mass index was calculated in units of kg/m 2 using height and weight stated in the study record of each subject. Hematocrit was measured in a venous blood sample collected at the day of the measurement. Mean arterial blood pressure was calculated from blood pressure measurements performed before and during each CBF measurement. Breathing rate and P ET CO 2 were monitored during acquisition with a Datex Normocap 200 (Dameca, Rødovre, Denmark) and stored in the acquisition computer.
Statistical Analysis
Each project was performed within one of five separate time intervals with 64, 57, 130, 95, and 88 measurements within each interval, respectively. To correct for between-period variations, P ET CO 2 and CBF in each period were initially normalized to the mean of all measurements.
Applying a linear mixed model to the data allows separation of within-subject from between-subject variability. The model is explained in more details in a previous publication. 4 Within-subject variability (or test-retest variability) includes both random method imprecision and true within-subject variability, whereas between-subject variability reflects the true variability of CBF and systematic (or subject-specific) errors. These two variance components were entered as random effects in the model. The covariates of interest (COIs) P ET CO 2 , Hct, and gender were entered as fixed effects along with other physiologic covariates (BMI, MAP, breathing rate, and age) and methodological factors of relevance (relative lung background, study day, and measurement number on same day).
The CBF values were log-transformed to fit an exponential effect of P ET CO 2 on CBF.
Regression coefficients were back-transformed using antilogarithmic transformation into relative effects and reported as per cent change in CBF per unit change in the covariate. Relative between-and within-subject variability was calculated as the antilogarithm of the standard deviation of the two random effects parameter estimates. The standard deviation of the random effects parameter estimates was also used to calculate betweensubject, within-subject, and total variance. Exploratory analyses showed that MAP, BMI, breathing rate, and age were not correlated with CBF. Two final models were investigated:
Fixed effects model A: P ET CO 2 , gender, study day, measurement number, and relative background.
Fixed effects model B: identical to model A but also including Hct. In both models A and B, between-and within-subject variability was entered as random effects. Model A was applied to the entire population to assess the effects of P ET CO 2 and model B only to the subsample where Hct was measured to assess the effects of gender and Hct.
The effect of COI's on variance component estimates was investigated by comparing model B with identical models without each COI.
The CBF values are reported as mL/100 g per minute assuming brain tissue density of 1 g/mL. Results in square brackets denote 95% confidence interval. Cerebral blood flow was lower in males than in females, but the effect of gender was diminished and became just insignificant when Hct was added to the model (model B).
The overall effect of P ET CO 2 was not different between males and females. As shown in Figure 2 , the within-subject effect of changes in P ET CO 2 was significantly higher in males than in females (15.2%/kPa vs. 3.7%/kPa, P ¼ 0.019), but when excluding all extreme changes in CBF (415%) or P ET CO 2 (40.4 kPa) from the mean values, the difference was no longer significant (15.5%/kPa vs. 13.6%/kPa, P ¼ 0.694).
No interactions between gender and Hct, scan day or measurement number, respectively, were observed.
Cerebral Blood Flow Variability
Relative between-and within-subject variability were 13.2% and 8.3%, respectively, in the subjects in whom Hct was measured when only relative background, study day, and measurement number were entered as fixed effects. In the same population including all COIs reduced relative between-and within-subject variability to 12.2% and 7.7% in model B. The effects of P ET CO 2 , Hct, and gender on variance component estimates are summarized in Table 3 .
Within-subject variability was mostly influenced by P ET CO 2 and between-subject variability mostly by Hct, whereas gender appears to be of little added value when Hct is included in the model.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this study presents the analysis of the largest number of repeated CBF measurements in healthy subjects published to date. The analysis confirms large between-subject variability in CBF measurements. Including gender, Hct, and P ET CO 2 in the model explains only B14% of the observed variability. Residual variance may thus be related to differences in brain metabolism, though other factors influencing CBF or methodological issues affecting CBF measurements in a subjectspecific manner may also be of importance.
Spontaneous vs. Induced P CO 2 Changes
Increasing arterial P CO 2 by inhalation of CO 2 produces an exponential increase in CBF of B30%/kPa increase in arterial P CO 2 . 5, 22 The estimated effect of CO 2 in the present analysis is Figure 1 . Effect of end-tidal P CO 2 and hematocrit on CBF measurements. Mean CBF value of all measurements in each subject vs. mean endtidal P CO 2 (A) and mean hematocrit (B). Note that females have higher CBF, but lower hematocrit and end-tidal P CO 2 than males. CBF, cerebral blood flow; P ET CO 2 , end-tidal expiratory P CO 2 .
Variability of CBF in healthy subjects OM Henriksen et al much lower, B10% to 15%/kPa. It should be noted though, that no attempt was made to alter arterial P CO 2 and that the effects of small, spontaneous variations in P ET CO 2 may differ from that of larger changes induced by inhalation of CO 2 . Interestingly, transcranial doppler studies investigating the effect of spontaneous variations in P ET CO 2 on middle cerebral artery flow velocities have reported an effect in the order of 15%/kPa, thus supporting a smaller effect of spontaneous vs. induced CO 2 changes. 23 In contrast, most studies have failed to show an effect of arterial P CO 2 on CBF across subjects during resting conditions breathing room air which has been interpreted as each subject being adapted to its habitual P CO 2 level. 22, 24, 25 Our analysis shows a significant between-subject effect of CO 2 , although this effect tends to be smaller than the within-subject effect. Interestingly, one study applying 133 Xe SPECT have reported a CO 2 reactivity of 2% per mm Hg (or B16%/kPa) across subjects. 26 Findings in 133 Xe-SPECT studies may differ from those using positron emission tomography due to the use of a closed gas delivery system. Such may induce changes in breathing pattern and possibly also cause CO 2 accumulation depending on the efficacy of the CO 2 absorption system. It is thus possible that the gas administration systems may induce within-subject CO 2 effects manifesting as between-subject effects due to subject-or time-specific effects on P ET CO 2 .
Of note, according to variance component estimates, including P ET CO 2 has little, if any, effect on between-subject variability. This is probably explained by colinearity of the COI's due to genderrelated differences in P ET CO 2 and Hct (both of which are lower in females than in males).
Nature of Gender Effects
Most studies of healthy subjects have shown that CBF is higher in female than in male subjects, whereas no gender differences have been observed as to cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMRO 2 ) 3,6,25 or neuronal density. 27 Our data show that higher CBF in females is largely explained by lower Hct levels. In agreement with our findings, a recent study found that CBF is inversely correlated with increasing hemoglobin levels and that the gender effect was not significant when hemoglobin was included in the model. 25 In contrast, CMRO 2 was not related to gender or hemoglobin, suggesting that CBF is regulated to maintain O 2 delivery across different hemoglobin levels. However, others have observed that with increasing age, the CBF of females approaches that of males, but this is not the case for hemoglobin. 6 The authors suggest that higher CBF in younger females may be related to higher levels of estrogen in premenopausal women, which is known to favor vasodilation by enhancing endothelialderived nitric oxide and prostacyclin pathways. 28 Though not significant at the 5% level, CBF tended to be higher in females than in males even when corrected for the effect of Hct, thus lending some support to an importance of sex hormones in CBF homeostasis.
Such mechanisms have also been suggested to underlie an enhanced CO 2 reactivity as assessed by transcranial Doppler in premenopausal women compared with age-matched males and postmenopausal women. 29, 30 These observations, however, have recently been contradicted by a functional magnetic resonance imaging study showing higher blood oxygen level-dependent response to CO 2 inhalation in males than in females. 31 Our data strongly contradict an enhanced effect of spontaneous CO 2 variations in premenopausal women and when excluding extreme measurements the data does not support any gender difference. To our knowledge, no previous studies have investigated the effect of gender on CO 2 reactivity using established perfusion methods. The conflicting findings may in part reflect differences in methodologies: the stimulus applied, population studied, and method used to assess CBF changes. 
Study Limitations
Compared with positron emission tomography, CBF measurements using 133 Xe SPECT have poorer spatial and temporal resolution. However, by using a freely diffusible tracer the ability of the method to quantify CBF in absolute terms is superior to many current methods. The CBF values obtained in early studies based on measurement of the wash out of arterially injected 133 Xe are still considered as the reference values for gray-and whitematter perfusion. 32, 33 Measurement of CBF with dynamic SPECT of inhaled 133 Xe as implemented in the Kanno-Lassen algorithm is associated with a number of errors and assumptions influencing accuracy of the measurements including (1) Compton scatter due to the low energy of 133 Xe causing overestimation of CBF in low flow areas, (2) use of a fixed partition coefficient for all brain voxels, (3) partial volume problems leading to underestimation of CBF in mixed brain tissue areas, and (4) use of a standard delay of the lung curve used as input function. It has been concluded that these factors to some extent will cancel out each other leading to a total overestimation of CBF by B10%. 26 However, these and other unavoidable errors associated with the method may not only induce random errors, lowering method precision, but also cause overestimation of between subjects variability if these causes subject-specific effects on CBF quantitation. Between-subject variation in scatter due to structural differences, variation in lung curve delay due to differences in cardiac function, variation in partition coefficient due to differences in Hct, and different breathing pattern are examples of subject-specific factors that may cause overestimation of between-subject variability. The quantitative significance is difficult to assess analytically. In the present analysis, some of these factors were accounted for in the regression model. Correcting the partition coefficient for Hct reduced the effects of Hct but did not change the estimates of variability. Breathing rate did not influence CBF and was excluded from the model. The poor spatial resolution due to scattered photons induces significant partial volume effects. However, including only young subjects free of atrophy and using only whole-brain CBF values we expect structural variability to be of minor influence.
Due to the retrospective design, only physiologic measures obtained by the primary investigators were available for analysis. Also, variations in camera performance, gas inhalation system, and interobserver variability of the various manual postprocessing steps cannot be avoided. To minimize these effects, we normalized CBF and P ET CO 2 in five periods. This procedure may potentially limit the ability to correctly assess between-subject effects. Still, the number of observations and subjects in each period are equal to or higher than in most previous studies of CBF in healthy subjects. Alternatively, these time effects could have been corrected for by entering each project as fixed or random effects. Doing so yielded very similar estimates of between-subject variability. Since all measurements in each subject were confined to one project (and consequently to one study period), the analysis at the subject level should not be affected by such time or project-related effects.
In the analysis, baseline measurements and subsequent placebo measurements were pooled. As shown in Table 2 , small systematic changes related to measurement number and study day were observed. Since these effects are corrected for changes in P ET CO 2 , the within-day changes most likely reflect a (biphasic) placebo effect whereas between-day changes could be interpreted as habituation.
Also, the study design does not allow us to investigate high frequency variations in CBF induced by spontaneous fluctuations related to in P ET CO 2 or low frequency variations related to menstrual cycle in female subjects. 23, 34 Metabolic Basis of Between-Subject Variability Previous studies show a very similar between-subject variability in healthy young subjects with between-subject coefficient of variation of 16% using the Kety Schmidt technique 1 and of 15% to 20% using various magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission tomography methods. 4 Relative between-subject variability in the present study was B13%. These figures are very similar to the coefficient of variation of 13% of both CMRO 2 and neuron density reported in brains of healthy subjects. 1, 27 These observations offer an attractive explanation linking variability in CBF to differences in metabolic demands related to neuron density. Such a conclusion may be an oversimplification. Variability in CMRO 2 may depend both to neuronal density (trait factors) and to neuronal activity (state-dependent factors). It has been estimated that the two fractions account for 40% and 60% of the total energy expenditures, respectively. 35 From the present data, the size or variability of these two fractions cannot be estimated. Although a close coupling of CBF, CMRO 2 , glucose utilization and neuronal activity is assumed, the mechanisms coupling CBF to neuronal activity are complex and are not yet fully understood. The coupling of CBF to CMRO 2 may be nonlinear and such nonlinearity could contribute to the finding of larger between-subject variability for CBF than for CMRO 2 (17% vs. 13%) in an analysis of Kety-Schmidt measurements. 1 Furthermore, most previous studies have not addressed the within-subject relationship of CBF and CMRO 2 . Examining the early studies using the Kety-Schmidt technique shows that the degree of correlation between whole-brain CMRO 2 and CBF varies substantially between studies and one study even failed to show such a correlation. 36 Exogenous factors, such as vasoactive substances, ingestion of caffeine, and changes in arterial P CO 2 , may disrupt the coupling of CBF to CMRO 2 . Endogenous factors, such as variability of mitochondrial uncoupling, in which glucose consumption is uncoupled from ATP formation in the mitochondria, have also been suggested to account for the twofold variability in CMRO 2 observed in healthy subjects. 37 Mitochondrial dysfunction has been implicated in brain aging and neurodegenerative diseases. Mitochondrial uncoupling, in particular through the action of uncoupling protein 2, is believed to exert neuroprotective effects by reducing production of reactive oxygen species and consequently oxidative stress. 38 Although purely speculative, mitochondrial uncoupling could serve as an alternative explanation for the variability of CBF and its association with brain health.
Practical Implications for Future Studies Our findings underline the importance of including measures of arterial P CO 2 , oxygen transport capacity, and gender in the analysis of CBF measurements.
Knowledge of the normal between-and within-subject variability of CBF is also of importance for planning studies. Using these estimates it can be calculated that for detection of a 10% change in CBF a total of 76 subjects (38 in each group) are required when performing one measurement in each subject in a group comparison study design but only 11 subjects are needed in a within-subject effect study design. Including Hct, gender and P ET CO 2 as covariates reduces the number of subject required to 65 and 10 in the two study designs, respectively.
Normal between-and within-subject variations in CBF are important in other areas of quantitative brain imaging, such as receptor binding studies in which the delivery of the receptor ligand is proportional to the local CBF. Establishing normal variability of CBF is also essential for interpreting studies relating brain perfusion to brain health.
